
Personal Profile
Qualification	 	 Electrical & Computer Engineer

Nationality	 	 Italian and Palestinian

Native Language	 Italian & Arabic

Foreign Languages English - Excellent written and spoken

   French - Basic written and spoken

Studies and Awards
June - 2009 	  Sun Certified Business Component Developer - SCBCD - for 

	 	 J2EE 1.5 - mark 80%

April - 2009	 Sun Certified Web Component Developer - SCWCD - for 

	 	 J2EE 1.5 - mark 94%

Nov - 2008 	 Sun Certified Java Programmer - SCJP - for Java Standard 

	 	 Edition J2SE 1.5 - mark 90%

July - 2007 Ranked first in the 2’nd Palestinian International Conference on 

  Computer & Information Technology for my graduation project 

  Wood Carve System.

2002 - 2007	 Bachelor degree in Electrical & Computer Engineering, graduated with 

	 	 high honor and ranked first among my colleges - GPA 90.8%

Working Experience

Consultant, Rockwell Automation, Milan, Italy

September 2009 - till now

Participated in the development of a proprietary software package for pharmaceutical 

companies in Italy, France, Spain, Germany, the software tracked the manufacturing of all 

pharmaceutical products, storage, electronic reports ...etc. 

There was a standard product (core product) which was extended, updated, adjusted, to 

meet client needs, or even site needs for each client. the software package included 

desktop applications, web applications, mobile applications, and interfacing applications 
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with SAP and other ERP systems. Work was accomplished as a team, locally in the 

same office, and remotely with other colleges all over europe.

Technologies used: Python, Java, C++, Oracle 8i, 9i, 10g, CVS, and other proprietary 

languages.

Web Application Developer, Data Professional Products, Milan, Italy 

September, 2007 - August 2009

Participation in the analysis and development of projects in an J2EE environment.

• During this period I have accomplished various activities of short duration - 10 

days maximum - to help other colleges in late projects, and substituting some 

colleges for certain periods of time, in addition to maintaining and bug fixing some 

pre-existing projects.

• Design and development of a Cross Contamination System, the goal of the 

application was to track a group of production lines, notifying users about the 

current products  being produced on those lines, in addition to working as an 

alarm system - for contamination - in case of the presence of contaminating 

materials on the production line. The UI was developed using Adobe  Flex 3, the 

back end was developed using EJB3  with an Oracle 10g database. In addition a 

framework has been developed to interface the XML communication between the 

flex application - the view - and the back end. Authentication and Authorization 

was implemented in the system where users had roles and allowed operations.

• Development of a group of stored procedures under Postgres DB, in addition to a 

web application to manage and schedule the execution of those procedures, 

reading logs generated by their execution, the front end was  developed in Adobe 

Flex 3, while the back end was developed using a Java servlet as a front controller 

and hibernate as the persistence layer.

• Maintenance & development of new modules  for the web site of the University  of 

the Studies of Milan “Universita Degli Studi di Milano”.  The goal was to minimize 

the number of pages  - from 60~70 - to only 4 pages while allowing the same old 

functionality, in addition to developing new modules. The application was based 

on a rich graphical interface with menus, submenus, contextual menus, 

popups ... etc.  In this project a commercial javascript grid was used - 

DHTMLXGrid - in addition to an extensive use of Ajax. 

• Development of an email reader API, used to read specific emails, with specific 

subjects  and contents, download of attachments and unzipping files in 

attachments if any. This API was integrated in a bigger project aimed to track user 

clicks on advertisement banners which came through google analytics and other 
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providers, store this information in a database and show analytic data to final 

users. The application was  developed using Wicket framework, Mondrian, 

MySQL. Graphical data was displayed using Fusion Charts.

Java Programmer, Al-Arabi Computer & Trade Company, Hebron, Palestine

March, 2004 - February, 2007

• Design and implementation of a management application using J2SE, the goal of 

the application was to manage all  the inputs and outputs of stocks  in the 

company store. Then it has been re-implemented and refined to become a web 

based application to meet the growth of the company. finally the application has 

been evolved and re-implemented for the third and last time to become a 

commercial product that could be sold and used by various  trading companies in 

general.

Translator, GVC, Hebron, Palestine

March, 2002 - April, 2002

	 Worked as a translator from Italian to Arabic language and vice versa.

Technical Skills and Knowledge
Operating Systems  Mac OS - excellent

     Windows XP - excellent

    Linux - Medium

Programming Languages 

 - J2SE   Swing, AWT, Threads

 - J2EE   JDBC, Servlets, JSP, EJB3, EJB2, Java Mail

 - Web Development HTML, XHTML, CSS, Javascript, Ajax, Flex 3, 

    ActionScript 3

 - others  Python, SQL, XML, XSLT, VB.NET, C

Frameworks	 	 	 Hibernate, Wicket, Struts, ANT, Spring, POI

TDD Knowledge		 	 JUnit, Integration Testing, and strong knowledge of 

	 	 	 	 TDD approaches.

Javascript libraries	 	 prototype, JQuery, YUI

Application Servers	 	 JBoss, Tomcat, BEA, Sun Application Server

Databases	 	 	 Oracle 9i, Oracle 10g, Postgres, MySQL
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Versioning	 	 	 SVN, CVS

Other Technical Skills
• Good knowledge in the analysis and programming of PIC 16F and 18F 

microcontrollers.  SERVO and STEPPER motors. MicroC and Assembly language. 

Good knowledge of the BigPIC4 & BigPIC5 boards of Mikro Eletronica.

• Analysis and Design of electrical circuits using basic gates and digital IC’s, ADC, 

DAC, Timers, Interrupts, Sensors, and other IC’s.

	

Major University Projects

• Wood Carve System Graduation Project - design and implementation of a 

system used to draw 2D images, or importing bitmap images, analyze them, and 

then control a carving machine by generating control signals sent through the PC 

parallel port. Those signals  where sent to a group of drivers  used to control the 

motion of three servo motors in ( X Y Z directions ), and a carving head ( rotating 

motor ). Which resulted in carving the image to a piece of wood. The software 

was implemented in Java, in addition an interfacing circuit was designed and 

implemented to interface between the PC and the servo motors drivers. The 

working project can be seen on youtube on this link http://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=iKw-cTxSs6Y. Ranked as  the best graduation project in the 2nd 

Palestinian International Conference on Computer and Information Technology. 

Complete project analysis and documentation can be provided upon request.

• 8086 Microprocessor Simulator  a Java program that simulates the execution 

of programs written using the 8080 microprocessor instruction set. Using the 

program users where able to see changes in the memory, microprocessor 

registers, I/O ports.  Adopted by Palestine Polytechnic University for the lab of 

microprocessors as a learning tool.

• Other Projects

        Pascal to C compiler - Java

        Brick breaker game with external pad control - VB.NET

        Chat Room - Java

        IC Tester - VB

        CD store - Java
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Skills

• Excellent self and fast learning capabilities, self motivating.

• Excellent problem solving skills and approaches, Love for information technology, 

new technologies. Curiosity to understand not only how to use a technology but 

how its works also.

* Driving License of type B

Referrals
will be provided upon request
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